SENATE AMENDMENTS TO
A-ENGROSSED SENATE BILL 567
By JOINT COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
June 18

On page 2 of the printed A-engrossed bill, line 12, delete the first comma and insert “to dis-
criminate by doing any of the following”.

In line 13, delete “, to”.
In line 18, delete “work” and insert “consult” and after “others” insert “legally”.
After line 19, insert:
“(c) This subsection does not:
“(A) Restrict the authority of a patient, or an individual legally authorized to act on behalf of
a patient, to consent to or decline medical treatment;
“(B) Require the provision of medical treatment that is prohibited by state or federal law; or
“(C) Restrict a provider, after completing the individualized assessment described in paragraph
(a)(A) of this subsection and the consultation described in paragraph (b) of this subsection, from
providing objective information to the patient about the risks and benefits of treatment.”.